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, real values
Energy, Passion and Innovation
Every year we go for another step. Real values get approval, and new developments are explored.
Every year we talk with our sales partners, and as a producer we develop new ideas to satisfy their demands.
That’s how Inook proceeds, with the motivation to always innovate and to keep our ears open to the main
players and the active community.

Priority to pleasures!
Also this year, Inook is expanding its range of multi-level rackets.
The children's range with a model for ados with a single buckle strap and for kids with an elastic strap.

Made in the French Alps
The main shareolder of the INOOK Brand is also its manufacturer. Centralising in France conception, production,
commercial and financial offices strenghtens INOOKs position in Europe. This proximity is the best guarantee in
terms of supply, dialog and after-sales service.
INOOK obtained the origin'ain label which attests to its french know-how.

Beginners need first and foremost a special product, light and easy to wear and suitable for sizes that can
change very often.
We must also guarantee them maximum safety and, lastly, we must not forget the playful importance,
snowshoeing is a game for them before becoming a sport.
The adult range is also evolving with the E-XTREM model offering a binding that goes
from 34 to 51.
The evolution of colors and technical innovations will give the 2022/2023
range its own personality.
Finally, you will notice that the distribution area of Inook snowshoes
continues to expand, proving that our technical and commercial
strategy is constantly appreciated.
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“A little bit more”
Certains things are not so much to be explained, as to be felt.
Never the less it is a fact that the INOOK hiker shows strong motivation concerning the design and the
technology. The pratical aspect of the products is often mentioned. Last but not least, both its passion for the
nature and its passion for the details reflect a little different and much appreciated image.

Have a nice trip...
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Harsh irons with different saw teeth

Conic spikes

Flat spikes

Number of front teeth

Shock- and noise absorber

Composite Axis

Aluminium Axis

Sliding heel Binding

Single buckle Binding

Double buckle binding

Automatic Heel Step ASS

Automatic Heel Step AGS

Soft Pad

Front tightening 45°

Aerotec Design

• • • • • •

E-flex

PR OG R E S SI V E

DÉCOUVERTE

Multi-spike
concept

Binding

Wing Concept

Sawed Profile Frame

Perimetric Frame

Ergonomic Frame

Models for
any users

Natural Step

Frame

TO U R I N G

E-flex (p.8)

Odyssey (p.14)

Axm (p.18)

Inook-Kid (p.20)

E-move (p9)

Odalys (p.15)

Axl (p.19)

Inook-Ado (p.21)

Freestep (p.10)

Expert (p.16)

Freestep light (p.11)

E-Xtrem (p.17)
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SPE C IAL R E N TAL

(see page.22)

Oxm (p.12)

Oxl (p.13)

For further improvements, Inook may change parts of
the descriptions or photos in the catalog.

All models (except the
rental models, InookAdo and Inook-kid) are
delivered in a snowshoes
bag, where information
about weight and shoes
sizes are indicated.
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With a detailed observation of the Inook models, you will understand clearly
the strengths of the brand: comfort and safety, in combination with innovations
and technology.

Aerotec Design

The automatic heel steps

An example of our Know-How patented worldwide

Auto Gliding System

Soft Pad

The profile of the frame shows a turned-up bow to
keep the snowshoe constantly above the snow.
The rear openings avoid any snow accumulation
above and under the frame.

Position surmount
an obstacle

Walking
position

Heel step
in climbing position

Front tightening 45°
A precise and comfortable
tensioning of the shoe, through
two fastener straps in 45° angle.
This detail is crucial as it enables
the perfect hold of the shoe
without any point of pressure, as
they can be very unpleasant at the
end of the day. A real attention is
paid to the shape of the foot as it
can roll out naturally.

Shock absorber

This central system of the shoe, offers great
comfort.
It combines different kinds of plastic
components, which can adapt and fit
perfectly with the ankle. It can be placed
precisely on the top of the ankle through a
double regulation system on both sides.
Fine adjustments are made through a small
lever; opening the binding is easy and
immediate. Those who prefer a simpler
model can choose between two other
binding types:
- with double buckle adjustment,
- with single buckle adjustment.

Concept Multi Griffes
6 steel spikes are
assembled
whilst
plastics are still hot;
they are
oblong or
conic. A front claw –
either with three or five
teethcomplements
the hold with maximum
grip.

Pressing the pole on the rear part of the lever is enough to change the
position, without bending.

Auto Sliding System

Concept Profil Dentelé

Position surmount
an obstacle

Walking
position

Heel step
in climbing position

Three shock- and
noise absorbers
are placed below
the heel.

Tipp
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The use of mountain or trekking
shoes is strongly advised for all our
snowshoes with the exception of
the E-flex model which has a flexible
binding plate, so we recommend
soft shoes.

The adjustment or another possibility
is to position the
to the she size occurs
number of your shoe
in the simplest way,
size in the little window
in pushing the heel
on the binding plate.
part towards the shoe

Last complement of this concept is a denticulated
frame profile insuring the best grip on any slope,
and particularly whilst crossing steep slopes. The
design of the teeth has been studied to reduce
friction.

This new ASS heel step has a larger support which is adapted to the e-flex.
It is also operated with the pole, without bending.
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This atypical model is definitively aimed to fanciers of performance
and sensations. Its exclusive concept relies on three main
innovations:

- The orange translucent binding plate is made out a high quality material,
slightly flexible and very resistant.
- The Pebax® Material provides the possibility of rolling out the foot
without constraint. Shoes with soft soles can be used.

1 160 g x 2

45 > 120 kg

H I G H-TE C

H I G H-TE C

It’s similarity with other Inook models should not
hide main innovations.

34 > 47

- The special attention offered to the sequined design.

Slope angle regulator

DUNHILL RED
RAQ 060033

The laterally rotating central plate compensates the
hill inclination. It tends towards the horizontal
and supports a flat foot stance even during
hill crossings. This ergonomical walking is joint
friendly and gives a safe feeling.

ANTHRACITE GRAY
RAQ 027035

998 g x 2

45 > 120 kg

34 > 47

Ergonomic Frame
Asymmetrical frame to guarantee
a uniform repartition of the pressure.
The shape of our feet corresponds to the
repartition of our body-weight on our feet.
We have adapted the shape of the snowshoes to
this essential element to ensure an even repartition
of the body’s
15%
weight on the
snowshoe.
55%
Comfort and
safety
are
30%
improved.

Natural Step
This double articulated joint enables the foot to
roll-out naturally. The snowshoe is being pulled
gx2
instead of950lifted,
it feels a lot lighter.
40 > 80 kg
34 > 42
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Experienced hikers will understand immediately
the interest of a smaller frame.
This version is meant for women and men with
lighter weight; smaller, handier with exactly the
same technology.

This alpine snowshoe is perfect for reaching summits.
The Natural Step (see previous page) is associated to
“metallic saws” or harsh irons and a light double ribbed frame
(“perimetric frame”) that grasps vertically in the snow. Its hold
in steep slopes is brilliant.

DUNHILL RED
RAQ 075033

H I G H-TE C

H I G H-TE C

Lightness feeling and stability

DUNHILL RED
1 080 g x 2

45 > 120 kg

34 > 47

RAQ 076033
960 g x 2

40 > 80 kg

34 > 42

Harsh Irons with Different Saw Teeth
4 steel harsh irons made of 6 spikes are fixed
under the frame. Disposed in 4 different
directions to offer best grip, in whatever direction
you walk.
Front and rear spikes
are longer to always
find grip in case of
icy snow. They are
exchangeable.
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The OXL model is an interesting alternative for lighter persons, with a slimer
and lighter frame.

Athletes and powder fans will enjoy the unique performances of this model in
terms of efficiency and weight. Its front bow is raised and strenghtened for a
perfect fluidity, much appreciated in powder snow.

950 g x 2
ANTHRACITE GREY
RAQ 020035

998 g x 2

45 > 120 kg

40 > 80 kg

H I G H-TE C

H I G H-TE C

Perfect compromise for the alpin star

34 > 42

PEARLY WHITE

34 > 47

RAQ 023026

Denticulated
frame profile
The denticulated frame profile
provides the best grip, on steep
slopes, even on frozen snow.

950 g x 2
40 > 80 kg
34 > 42
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Alternative to the Odyssey,
for users with lighter weight;
smaller, handier frame
with exactly the same technology.

Both avant-garde style and classical. This model provides the
complete outstanding outfit on an Aerotech Design frame and
provides the best price-quality ratio.
This success deserves special attention several new colors have
been selected.

1 070 g x 2

45 > 120 kg

TO U R I N G

TO U R I N G

The real values!

The success can not be refuted; we have now three colors for
the Odalys.

34 > 47

910 g x 2

40 > 80 kg

34 > 42

CANDY
RAQ 026081
FIRE

BLUEBERRY

RAQ 025080

RAQ 025078

ICE BLUE
RAQ 026080

The 5 teeth
front claw

Wing Concept
The vaulted profile provides stability and
excellent hold whilst crossing slopes. This
profile avoids snow from sticking under the
frame. This frame, has been assigned on
nearly all other models.

All models from the
High-Tec and Touring
series are equipped
with this front claw and
offer the safest grip.

PEARLY WHITE
RAQ 026026
GREY
RAQ 025071
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A classical snowshoe well known for its durability and stability,
especially for the carriage of heavy loads ; it has been chosen from
the french army and many mountain workers.

Expert alternative, with classic strap and double
adjustment buckle. XXL plate attachment
for large sizes (up to 51).

1 060 g x 2

45 > 120 kg

TO U R I N G

TO U R I N G

Our largest snowshoe has proved itself
since 20 years for any kind of slope
and snow

34 > 51

MASTIC GRAY
1 060 g x 2

45 > 120 kg

34 > 47

RAQ 030020

MASTIC GRAY
RAQ 024020
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RAQ 052084

RAQ 051083

A simplified version of the RXM
with single buckle adjustment.

1 070 g x 2
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45 > 120 kg

PR OG R E S SI V E

PR OG R E S SI V E

CURAÇAO

BLUE SKY

Alternative to the AXM model,
for users with lighter weight.

34 > 47

880 g x 2

40 > 80 kg

RED

APRICOT

RAQ 051032

RAQ 052085

34 > 42
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390 g x 2

10 > 40 kg

New frame equipped with a single buckle
adjustment. Ultra light model easy to use and
adjust.
665 g x 2

20 > 50 kg

34 > 42

DÉC O U V E R TE

DÉC O U V E R TE

A model especially for children which
provides them stability, maneuverability
and unprecedented comfort for walking.
Good support for the foot thanks to an adjustable
rubber strap.

GREEN FLASH

26 > 33

RAQ 015088
RED FLASH
RAQ 014086

950 g x 2
40 > 80 kg
34 > 42
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www.raquettesinook.com

For professionals who need to supervise their rental snowshoes effortless,
we propose 8 models, chosen for their uncomplicated handling, their easy maintenance and their attractive
prices. Models without bag.

Snowshoe with composite strap, double buckle adjustment and AGS heel-step
ODYSSEY RT

ODALYS RT

AXM RT

BLUEBERRY
RAQ 057078

ICE BLUE
RAQ 058080

BLUE SKY
RAQ 011083

ODYSSEY RT

ODALYS RT

AXM RT

FIRE
RAQ 057080

CANDY
RAQ 058081

RED
RAQ 011032

ODYSSEY RT

ODALYS RT

AXL RT

GREY
RAQ 057071

PEARYL WHITE
RAQ 058026

CURAÇAO
RAQ 012084

AXL RT

APRICOT
Modèles
à bride
plastique simple réglage avec cale de montée
Modèles
pour enfants
RAQ 012085
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INOOK-KID RT

INOOK-ADO RT

RED FLASH
RAQ 014086

GREEN FLASH
RAQ 015088

We are represented in
Andorra, Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, England, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Holland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lebanon, Lithuania, Monaco, Morocco, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom.
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